TOPICS IN MONETARY ECONOMICS
EXTENDED SYLLABUS

Instructor: Ted Temzelides

What follows is a very extensive list of papers that are related to material that will be covered in this course. Obviously, we will discuss only a subset of these papers in class.

I. Background


II. Commodity Money - Medium of Exchange Models


### III. Search-Theoretic Models


**IV. Related Bargaining Models**


V. Related Private Information Models


VI. Related Technical Contributions


5. Guo Ying Luo (1997): The Evolution of Money as a Medium of Exchange, manuscript.


**VII. Distributional Issues in Search Monetary Models**


3. Gabriel Camera and Dean Corbae (1996): Monetary Patterns of Exchange with Search, manuscript.


**VIII. Applications**


IX. Coexistence of Monetary and Non-monetary Trades


5. N. Kocherlakota (1996): Money is Memory, manuscript.


8. D. Corbae, T. Temzelides, and R. Wright (1997): Matching, Memory, and Money, manuscript

X. Banking


manuscript.


**XI. Financial Fragility**


**XII. Payment Systems**


**XIII. Some Quantitative Explorations**


